
 
 

 
Krishna KantaHandiqui State Open University 

Patgaon, Rani Gate, Guwahati-781017 
Advertisement No: KKHSOU/Advt./2021/28 

File No: KKHSOU/Construction/34/2010 
 

Re- Tender 
(Ref: KKHSOU/Advt./2021/25, dated 13-04-2021) 

 
Krishna Kanta Handiqui State Open University, Guwahati invites sealed quotations from the 
Government registered Contractors for Supplying and Construction of ramp along with rail at 
the entrance gate and Repairing and Renovation of staff quarter. They may quote their best 
rate (inclusive of all taxes) in the specified format given below. The quotation superscribe 
with “Construction of Ramp and Repairing and Renovation of Staff Quarter” and addressed 
to “The Registrar, KKHSOU, University’s City Office, Resham Nagar, Khanapara, 
Guwahati-22 should reach the University office on or before 11/05/2021. The date and place 
of the opening of tenders will be declared later on. 

Sd/- 
Date: 05.05.2021 Registrar 

�……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
To 
The Registrar 
Krishna Kanta Handiqui State Open University, City Office, Resham Nagar, Khanapara, Guwahati-22 
 
Sub: Construction of ramp along with rail at the entrance gate and repairing and renovation of staff 
quarter. 
 
Sir, 
With reference to above, I would like to offer my best rate for the following items – 
 
A. CONSTRUCTIONOF RAMP ALONG WITH RAIL AT THE ENTRACE GATE AND THE 2ND 
RAIL AT STAIRCASE UPTO 2ND FLOOR OF THE MAIN BUILDING OF KKHSOU RANI, 
PATGAON. 
 

Sl.No. Description Qnty Unit Rate to be Offered 
(Inclusive all taxes)  

1. Demolishing mosaic floor of various thickness, both 
mosaic  tiles and cast in situ type including CC base 
course and removal of debris as directed for all 
levels. 

1.35 M2  
  

2. Demolishing brickwork including stacking of  
serviceable materials and disposal of unserviceable 
materials as directed for all levels. 

0.164 M3  

3. Providing form work of ordinary timber planking so 
as to give  a rough finish including centering, 
shuttering, strutting and propping etc. height f 
propping and centering below supporting floor to 

0.96 M2  



celing  not exceeding 4.0 M and removal of the 
same for in-situ reinforced concrete and plain 
concrete work in: 
4.Sides and soffits of Beams,beam haunshings, 
cantilever girders , lintels . 
(a) For depth not exceeding 1.00M 
(ii) Using 25mm thick plank 

4. Providing and laying plain/ reinforced cement 
concrete works cement, coarse sand & 20mm 
downgraded stone aggregate including dewatering 
if necy. , and curing complete but excluding cost of  
form work and reinfor cement for reinforced 
cement concrete work( form work and 
reinforcement will be measured and paid 
separately) 
   (II) Using Mixer Machine 
   (C) In sub structure up to P.L. 
Foundation,footing,column……………………………….P.L. 

b) M15 grade concrete or PROP. 1:2:4 
 

0.596 M3  

5. Providing and fixing Stainless Steel (Grade 304) 
railing made of Hollow tubes , channels, plates etc., 
including welding ,grinding, buffing, polishing and 
making curvature(wherever required) and fitting 
the same with necessarystainless steel nuts and 
bolts complete,i.e. fixing the railing with necessary 
accessories & stainless steel dash fasteners, 
stainless stel bolts etc. of required size on the top 
of the floor or the side of waist slab with suitable 
arrangement as per approval of Engineer in 
charge(For payment only weight of stainless steel 
member is to be considered. No extra payment for 
fixing accessories such as nuts bolts ,fasteners etc. 
will be considered) 

225.82 KG  

6. Providing Antiskid Tiles of approved quality 
size,shape and thickness not less than 8mm on 
floor ,skirting over a cement mortar bed of 15mm 
thck in prop 1:3 (1 cement : 3 coarse sand) 
approved make fix with  Fix-A- Tile( Choksey/ Ska/ 
Pedelite/ Rouf White cement complete at all level 
as specified and directed. 

(A) CERAMIC 
(I) Normal range(size 300mmx300mm and 

above 
(a) Orient made: Galaxy Brown, Galaxy 

creama, Galaxy Pink, Galaxy Green, Pulsar 
Beige 

 

2.88 M2  

 
 



 
 

B. REPAIRING AND RENOVATION OF STAFF QUARTER ALONG WITH NEW W.C 
BATH WITH SEPTIC TANK AND NECESSARY WATER SUPPLY ARRANGEMENT 
NEAR THE D.T.W. SITE AT KKHSOU RANI COMPLEX. 

 

Sl.No. Description Qnty Unit Rate to be Offered 
(Inclusive all taxes)  

1. Earthwork in excavation for foundation 
trenches of wall, retaining walls, footing of 
column, steps, septic tank etc. including 
refilling the quantity as necy after 
completion of work, breaking clods in 
return filling ,dressing, watering and 
ramming etc, and removal of surplus earth 
with all lead and lifts as directed and 
specified in the following classification of 
soils including bailing out water where 
necy. As directed and specified. 
For extension of Ver along with kitchen & 
W.C.Bath 

(A) Up to a depth of 2.00m below 
existing ground level. 

b)  In hard/dense soil 
 

11.46 M3  
  

2. Providing soling in foundation and under 
floor with stone/ best quality picked jhama 
brick, sand packed and laid to level and in 
panel after preparing the the sub grade as 
directed including all labour and materials 
and if necy. Dewatering ,complete. 
(a)Brick on flat soling. 
 

32.23 M2  

3. P.C.C Works 
Plain cement concrete works with coarse 
agg. Of sizes 13mm to 32mm in foundation 
bed for footing steps walls, brick works etc. 
as directed and specified including 
dewatering if necessary and curing 
complete ( shuttering where necessary shall 
be measured and paid separately) 

(a) In prop. 1:3:6 
 

1.523 M3  

4. Supplying, fitting and fixing in position 
reinforcement bars conforming to relevant 
I.S. code for R.C.C Work/ R.B. walling 
including straightening ,cleaning, cutting 
and bending to proper shapes and length as 
per details supplying and binding with 20 G 
annealed black wire and placing in in 
position with proper blocks supports, 
chairs, spacers etc. complete .( No extra 

1.50 

 

 

 

 

 

Qntl. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



measurement for lap ,hook, chair, anchor 
etc. will be entertained in the measurement 
as they are included in the rate)(Upto 1st 
floor level) 

a) From Primary: Shyam Steel 
i) Super Ductile(SD) TMT 

       C) ISI approved Mild Steel 
reinforcement 

 

0.50 

 
Qntl 

5. Providing form work of ordinary timber 
planking so as to give  a rough finish 
including centering, shuttering, strutting 
and propping etc. height f propping and 
centering below supporting floor to celing  
not exceeding 4.0 M and removal of the 
same for in-situ reinforced concrete and 
plain concrete work in: 
3.         Columns, pillers,Post & strut 
a) Square   (ii)Using  25mm thick plank 
4. Sides and soffits of Beams,beam 
haunshings, cantilever girders , lintels . 
(a) For depth not exceeding 1.00M 
(ii) Using 25mm thick plank 
 
 
 

21.71 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.54 

M2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

M2 

 

6. Providing and laying plain/ reinforced 
cement concrete works cement, coarse 
sand & 20mm down graded stone 
aggregate including dewatering if necy. , 
and curing complete but excluding cost of  
form work and reinfor cement for 
reinforced cement concrete work( form 
work and reinforcement will be measured 
andpaid separately) 

(I) Using Mixer Machine 
(A) In sub structure up to P.L. 

Foundation 
,footing,column……………………………….P.L. 

a) M15 grade concrete or PROP. 1:2:4 
Post   Ver     1x3x0.25x0.25x1.20  = 0.450M3 
,,     W.C.   1X6X0.25X0.25X1.20 =0.225 M3 
0.675 M3 
(B) In super structure from P.L to 1st floor 
level 
N) Without using admixer,plastciser 
II) Columns,pillers, 
posts…………………………………….of nosing. 

a) M15 grade concrete or prop.1:2:4 
 

0.675 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

0.639 

M3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

M3 

 



7. Brick work in cement morter with 1st class 
brick including racking out joints and curing 
complete as directed 

(I) In Sub-Structure upto plinth 
level 

(b) In Prop.1:4 
Kit     1x2x2.40x0.25x1.20           =1.44 M3 
,,         1x1x1.60x0.25x1.20          = 0.48 ,, 
W.C.  1X3X1.20X0.25X1.20         = 1.08 ,, 
,,        1X2X2.50X0.25X1.20          =1.50 ,, 
Step   1x3x0.60x1.00x0.20           =0.36 ,, 
,,         1x3x0.30x1.00x0.20           =0.18 ,, 
5.04 M3 
(II) In super structure above P.L. 
(b)In Proportion 1:4 
 

5.04 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.94 

M3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

M3 

 

8. Providing  wood work in frame(chowkats) 
of doors windows, clearstory windows and 
other similar works wrought ,framed and 
fixed in  position in contact with C.C. or 
brick masonary wall including supplying 
,fitting and fixing with M.S. hold 
fast(40mmx3mmx250mm) as per design 
embedded in cement con. Block in prop. 
1:2:4 and with two coat of kiricide oiling to 
the timber faces in contact with c.c and 
masonary as directed and specified. 
(b)With 1st class timber(Bonsum/Sundi) 
 

0.141 M3  

9. Earth/ Sand filling in plinth inlayers not 
more than 150mm thick including necessary 
carriage ,watering, ramming etc. complete 
as directed and specified including payment 
of land compensation, forest royalty, sale 
tax and other duties and taxes as may be 
necessary 
(b)With hill sand obtained truck carriage 
loading and unloading and carriage to the 
site of work. 
 

11.016 M3  

10. 65mm thick cement conc. Floor consisting 
of 50mm under layer of cement conc.in 
prop. 1:3;6 and 15mm thick wearing layer in 
cement conc. In prop. 1:1:2 laid in panels 
and finished with a floating coat of neat 
cement finish including curing etc. complete  
as directed. 

 

18.60 M2  



11. (a) Providing  fitting and fixing 1 st class 
local wood battened , ledged and braced 
door window shutters including oxidized 
iron butt hinges (100mm x58mmx 1.90mm) 
6ns.with necessary screws. 
(b)Using Gamari wood 
(i) 25mm thick 
 

10.38 M2  

12. Supplying, fitting ,fixing electrocoloured 
iron fitting of approved make resonbly 
smooth ,free from sharp edges and corners, 
flaws and other defects and with counter 
sunk holes for wood screws including necy. 
Screws etc. complete. 

a) Sliding door bolts(250mmx16mm 
1x2 =2 nos. 

b) Tower bolts (iii) 200mmx10mm 
Door 1x4x3        =12 nos. 
Windows 1x5x2=10,, 
22 nos. 

c) Cast iron stove door handle 
ii) 100mm 
 

2 

 

 

 

 

22 

 

 

11 

Each 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Each 
 
 
 
 

Each 

 

13. Providing wood work in frame of false 
ceiling partitions etc. sawn ,wrought 
,framed hoisted and fixed in position with 
spikes, nails,M.S. flats, angle/ cleats 
withbolts and nuts complete including 
kiricide oiling two coats to unexposed 
surfaces of the timber(M.S. 
flats,anglecleats, boltand nuts required for 
flat,angle cleats wherever necessary shall 
be measured and paid separately) 

(B) With Gamari/Bonsum/Sundi 
 

0.248 M3  

14. Providing, fitting and fixing in position  
hardboard sheet ceiling with approved 
quality with necessary nails,wood screws 
including 1st class local wood 50mm x12mm 
(hillock/bonsum/sundi) beading including 
painting two coat to timber beads complete  
as directed (ceiling joist to be measured and 
paid separately) 
© 6mm thick 
 

26.59 M2  



15. Providing ,fitting and fixing M.S. grill of 
required pattern for windows/ clearstory 
windos/ opening with M.S. flats at rquird 
spacing in frame all round, squre or round 
M.S. bars with round headed bolts and nuts 
or screws. 
Plan grill 

(a) Fixed to wooden frame 
 

70.00 Kg  

16. Steel work welded in build up sections, 
framed work including cutting ,hoisting and 
fixing in positions and applying priming coat 
of red lead paint including drilling holes, 
supplying, fitting and fixing with bolts and 
nuts or welding , if necessary as directed. 

b) In trusses purlins op to 25m span 
and 15.0 m over all height. 

Roof truss  M.S. Square hollow bar 
 

2.00 qntl  

17. Providing corrugated galvanized iron sheet 
roofing of TATA SHAKTEE/SAIL including 
fitting and fixing necessary galvanized J or L 
hooks, bolts and nuts 8mm dia withbitumen 
washer 25mm diax 3mm thick and 1.6 mm 
thick limpet washer complete excluding 
cost of roof trusses and purlin etc. to be 
measured and paid separately) 
(e) 0.63 mm thick 
 

27.95 M2  

18. 15mm thick cement plaster in single coat on  
single or half brick wall for interior 
plastering up to 1st floor level including 
arises, internal rounded angles ,not 
exceeding 80mm girth and finished even 
and smooth including curing complete as 
directed.. 
b)In prop. 1:4 
 

94.34 M2  

19. a) Applying one coat of cement primer of 
approved brand and manufacture on new 
wall surface after thoroughly brooming the 
surface free from morter droppings and 
other foregn matter and including 
preparing the surface even and sand 
papered smooth. 
 

94.34 M2  



20. b) Finishing wall with water proofing 
cement paint of approved brand and 
manufacture and of required shade on new 
wall surface (two coats) to give an even 
shade after thoroughly brooming the 
surfaces to remove all dirt and remains of 
loose powdered materials. 
 

217.43 M2  

21. Applying priming coat over new wood and 
wood based surfaces over 100mm in 
girth/width after and including preparing 
the surface by thoroughly cleaning oil, 
grease, dirt and other foreign matter sand 
papering and knotting. 

(a) With ready mixed paint wood 
primer (pink) 

 

64.55 M2  

22. Painting two coats (excluding priming coat) 
on new wood and wood based surface with 
enamel paint of approved brand and 
manufacture (Asian paint/Berger paint/ ICI 
Paint/J& N paint/Nerolac) to give an even 
shade including cleaning the surfaces of all 
dirt,dust and other foreign matter sand 
papering and stopping. 

(i) Surface over 100mm in width 
or girth 

(b) High gloss (Asian paint/Berger 
paint/ ICI Paint/J& N paint/Nerolac) 

 

64.55 M2  

23. Providing and fixing clear sheet glass beded 
in putty and fixed with/without wooden 
biding including necy. Cutting and glass to 
be required sizes( payment of wooden bead 
shall be made separately) 
(2) Area of glass pane exceeding 0.15 m2 
but not exceeding 0.52m2 
(b) 4.00mm thick 
 

1.68 M2  

24. Supplying and placing ferrocement septic 
tanks of rectangular shape in to pit with 
manhole cover with cleaning arrangement 
over single brick flat soling and 75 mm 1:3:6 
P.C.C. Baffle wall ,inlet and outlet etc 
provided at suitable poins complete as 
directed. 
 

1 Each  



25. Providing fitting and fixing vitreous water 
closet squatting pan (Indian type W.C. 
Orissa pattern) with all fittings and fixtures 
complete including cutting and making 
good to the walls and floors wherever 
required.(Flushing cistern to be paid 
separately) 
2. Indian type Orissa pattern  of size 500mm 
a) White i) Parryware make 
 

1 Each  

26. Supplying ,fitting and fixing PVC flushing 
cistern with all internal CI brackets including 
fitting and fixing standard size cp flush pipe, 
union clamp etc. complete as directed and 
specified 

I) Parryware make 
a) White 

1 Each  

27. Supplying , fitting and fixing PVC pipes 6 
Kg/cm2( Supreme/ Prince) or other ISI 
approved including jointing,fitting and fixing 
with clamps etc. as necessary complete at 
all levels including below G.L. as directed 
and specified. 

a) In exposed surface or in trenches. 
ii)110mm dia 
iii) 75mm dia 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8.00 
 
2.00 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

M 
M 

 

28. Supplying fitting and fixing 87,5 degree PVC 
bend with door of (Supreme/Prince) or 
other ISI approved including joining, fitting 
and fixing etc.as necy. Complete at all levels 
including below G.L. as directed and 
specified. 

b) In exposed surface or in trenches. 
(ii) 110mm dia. 

 

1 Each  

29. Supplying fitting and fixing PVC single Tee 
with door of (Supreme/Prince) or other ISI 
approved including joining, fitting and fixing 
etc.as necy. Complete at all levels including 
below G.L. as directed and specified. 

c) In exposed surface or in trenches. 
(iii) 110mm dia. 

 

1 Each  



30. Supplying fitting and fixing PVC reducer of 
(Supreme/Prince) or other ISI approved 
including joining, fitting and fixing etc.as 
necy. Complete at all levels including below 
G.L. as directed and specified. 

d) In exposed surface or in trenches. 
(iv) 110mm x75mm 

 

1 Each  

31. Supplying fitting and fixing Ajoy Flowguard 
CPVC (Chlorinated Polyvinyl Chloride) pipes 
having thermal stability for hot and cold 
water supply including all CPVC plain and 
brass threaded fitting including clamps at 
1.00 m spacing including jointing of pipes 
and fitting with one step CPVC solvent 
cement and testing of joints complete at all 
levels as directed and specified. 

e) In exposed surface or in trenches. 
(i) 15mm OD 

 

35.00 M  

32 Supplying fitting and fixing polymer bib 
cock(15mm) of polymer prayag make 
directed and specified (G.I. & C.P. pipes will 
be measured and paid separately) 
Standard 

3 Each  

Date: Signature: 
 
 Name of the Contractor: 

 Address:  
 Contact No: 

               E-mail: 

Documents to be submitted along with the 
quotation: 

1. Copy of firm registration certificate/license 
of manufacturer/dealership certificate. 

2. GST registration certificate 
3. Income tax return document.  
4. 2.5% of the quoted amount is required to 

be deposited as EMO along with tender 
document in the form of Demand Draft 
addressed to The Registrar, KKHSOU. 

5. Rs. 1,000/-(non-refundable) in the form of 
Demand Draft addressed to The Registrar 
KKHSOU is required to be deposited as 
tender fee.  


